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ABSTRACT
We discuss the appearance of non-supersymmetric compactifications with exactly
the Standard Model (SM) at low energies, in the context of IIB orientifold con-
structions with D5 branes intersecting at angles on the T 4 tori, of the orientifold
of T 4× (C/ZN). We discuss constructions where the Standard Model embedding
is considering within four, five and six stacks of D5 branes. The appearance of
the three generation observable Standard Model at low energies is accompanied
by a gauged baryon number, thus ensuring automatic proton stability. Also, a
compatibility with a low scale of order TeV is ensured by having a two dimen-
sional space transverse to all branes. The present models complete the discussion
of some recently constructed four stack models of D5 branes with the SM at low
energy. By embedding the four, five and six stack Standard Model configurations
into quiver diagrams, deforming them around the QCD intersection numbers, we
find a rich variety of vacua that may have exactly the Standard Model at low
energy. Also by using brane recombination on the U(1)’s, we show that the five
and six vacua flow into their four stack counterparts. Thus string vacua with five
and six stack deformations are continuously connected to the four stack vacua.
1 Introduction
One of the main objectives of current string theory research, in the absence of
a dynamical mechanism that can select a particular string vacuum, is the search
for particular string vacua which can give us at low energies, the observable chiral
spectrum of the Standard Model (SM) and gauge interactions. In this sense, semire-
alistic four dimensional (4D) models have been examined both in N = 1 heterotic
compactifications and in orientifold constructions [1].
In this work, we will examine standard model compactifications in the context
of some recent constructions [2] which use intersecting branes [3, 4] and give 4D
non-supersymmetric (non-SUSY) models. At present non-SUSY models are consid-
ered a necessity in the search of realistic 4D string models. This is to be contrasted
with past research, where the majority of the relevant for phenomenology models
considered, were preserving N = 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions. Past model
building studies in the context of N = 1 weak coupling heterotic orbifold com-
pactifications (HOC), gave rise to semirealistic supersymmetric model generation
that included at low energy the MSSM particle content, accompanied by a variety
of exotic matter representations and gauge group factors. Additional problems in-
cluded, among others, the fact that it was not possible to reconcile the observed
discrepancy between the unification of gauge couplings in the MSSM at 1016 GeV
[1] and the string scale at HOC which is of order 1017 − 1018 GeV, even though the
latter discrepancy was attributed to the string one loop corrections of the N = 1
gauge coupling constants [5]. Thus the failure of obtaining realistic string compact-
ifications in the context of heterotic strings directed research towards orientifold
constructions and type IIB constructions with D-branes at singularities. See for ex-
ample [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In general these compactifications are accompanied
by extra matter.
However, recent results, that made use of the fact that in type I compactifications
(IC) the string scale is a free parameter, suggested that it is possible in IC to
lower the string scale, thus solving the hierarchy problem, by having some compact
directions transverse to all stacks of branes, in the TeV region even without SUSY
[14]. That alone changed the way that we view non-SUSY models, thus suggesting
us that non-SUSY models with a string scale in the TeV range is a strong alternative
to SUSY models. In this context, the only question remaining is to find realistic
compactification examples, giving at low energies exactly the observable SM. As
we will see in a moment, the latter was shown that is possible in the context of
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intersecting branes.
In intersecting brane models the fermions get localized in the intersections be-
tween branes [15]. In these constructions the introduction of a quantized NS-NS B
field [16] effectively produces semirealistic models with three generations [4]. These
backgrounds are T-dual to models with magnetic deformations [17]. For additional
non-SUSY constructions and recent developments in the context of intersecting
branes, see [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. For some new directions
in the context of D6 intersecting branes in backgrounds of Calabi-Yau 3-folds see
[29]. For backgrounds with intersecting D6-branes on non-compact Calabi-Yau 3-
folds see [30]. For a N = 1 SUSY construction in the context of intersecting branes
and its phenomenology see [31].
Quite recently, a class of models, with four stacks of branes, was presented that
gives at low energies exactly the SM content [32]. These models were based on D6-
branes intersecting at angles on an orientifolded six-torus compactification [3, 4].
These models have been generalized, to the same D6-brane backgrounds, to classes
of models with five- [33] and six-stacks of branes [34] at the string scale that give
exactly the SM at low energies. The models of [32, 33, 34] share some interesting
common features such as a gauged baryon, with a stable proton, and lepton number
symmetries 1 small neutrino masses and a remarkable Higgs sector that, that for
some choices of brane angle parameters, is similar of MSSM. However, we should
note that, while the non-SUSY four stack model has a variety of sectors where the
non-SUSY chiral fields of the SM get localized, models that have five-[33], six-stacks
[34] of D6 branes have one additional unusual feature. They have some sectors
that preserve N = 1 SUSY, even though the model is overall a non-SUSY one.
The usefulness of N = 1 SUSY sectors stems from the fact that their presence
guarantees the presence of singlet scalars, superpartners of right handed neutrinos,
νR’s, necessary for the breaking of extra U(1) symmetries. In this respect the five,
six stack models, uniquely predict the existence of SUSY particles from non-SUSY
SM’s.
Moreover, the models of [32], [33], [34] have been extended to describe the first
examples of string GUT models that give exactly the SM at low energies [35]. The
latter classes of models are based on the Pati-Salam [36] gauge group SU(4) ⊗
SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R and have a four stack structure at the string scale. They maintain
1The corresponding gauge bosons become massive through B ∧ F couplings, arising on a gen-
eralized Green-Schwarz mechanism [19, 32, 37, 38]. Thus the associated gauge symmetries survive
as global symmetries to low energies.
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essential features of [32, 33, 34] and in particular the fact that proton is stable, as
the baryon number is an unbroken gauged symmetry, and small neutrino masses.
Also the GUT four-stack classes of models share the unusual features of the five-,
six- stack classes of SM’s of [33, 34] respectively, namely they allow SUSY sectors
to exist. These models provide us with a nice realization of the see-saw mechanism.
It is quite interesting to note that, even though it was generally believed that in
D6 brane orientifolded six torus models it was not possible to find an apparent
explanation for lowering the string scale in the TeV region, in the classes of GUT
models of [35] this issue was solved differently. In particular, the models predict the
existence of light weak doublets with mass of order υ2/Ms, that necessarily needs the
string scale to be less than 650 GeV. The latter results are particularly encouraging
as they represent strong predictions for D-brane scenarios and are directly testable
at present or future accelerators.
In this work, we will discuss compactifications of intersecting D5 branes, that
use four-, five- and six-stacks of D5-branes on an orientifolded T 4⊗C/ZN [2]. These
classes of models may have only the SM at low energy.
First we discuss again the appearance of exactly the SM at low energy from
four stacks of branes. For each of the, four stack, quivers of [2], that give rise to
a different class of exactly the SM at low energy 2, we present ‘alternative’ para-
metric solutions to the twisted RR tadpole cancellation conditions. Moreover, we
discuss four new ‘reflected’ quivers 3 that give rise to the SM at low energy. These
‘reflected’ quivers are obtained from the ai-type quivers by keeping the ZN quiver
transformation properties of the nodes fixed, while simultaneously interchanging the
brane/orientifold content of the nodes with ZN transformation properties different
from unity. Moreover, we show that ‘reflected’ quivers give SM vacua that are equiv-
alent and in a one to one correspondence to the quivers of [2]. The comparison of
the different SM vacua is most easily seen, between the quiver vacua ai coming from
the alternative RR tadpole solutions and the ones associated with the ‘reflected’
quivers Qi. We also discuss the embedding of the SM into five and six stacks of D5
Z3 quivers. These classes of models may aslo have the SM at low energy and thus
may be of phenomenological interest.
The new classes of SM’s exhibit some general features:
• The models are non-SUSY and in the low energies we have apart from the
2denoted as ai-type, (i = 1, .., 4), and seen in figure (2)
3, denoted as of Qi-type, (i = 1, .., 4), and seen in figure (1),
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SM spectrum, and gauge interactions, the natural appearance of some scalars
fields in various colour, doublet, and singlet representations. All scalars receive
one loop corrections. Also present are some singlet scalars that receive a vev
and thus break the extra anomaly free U(1), beyond hypercharge.
• Baryon number (B) is a gauged U(1) symmetry, thus proton is stable. The
corresponding gauge bosons become massive from a dimensional reduction
mechanism [2] resembling previously discussed constructions [19].
• The placement of SM chiral fermions to the different intersections inside the
four-, five- and six stack D5-brane structure, is exactly the one used in the
four-, five and six stack counterpart D6-models of [32, 33, 34] respectively.
• The models may have a low string scale Ms ∼ 1 TeV, in the way suggested
in [14], as there is a transverse compact two dimensional manifold transverse
to all D5 branes, whose size may vary, providing for the hierarchy difference
between MP lanck and Ms.
• The four, five, six stack quivers have exactly the observable SM at low energies.
They are classified according to their brane transformation properties under
the ZN orbifold action, schematically seen, by placing the branes and their
orientifolded images in various quiver diagrams in the spirit of [39, 40, 41]. As
a particular example, in this work we examine in detail the SM embedding
in Z3 quiver diagrams. The five stack and six stack Z3 quivers provide us
with more SM-like examples at low energies. In the latter constructions e.g.
A1, C1, C2 qivers additional anomaly free U(1)’s orthogonal to hypercharge
become massive through the presence of singlet scalars getting a vev.
• Using brane recombination we are able to show that five and six stack string
vacua with intersecting D5-branes ‘flow’ to their associated four stack quivers
(see sect. 7).
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the rules, as
well the constraints coming from RR tadpole cancellation conditions, for construct-
ing the intersecting at angles D5-brane models in an orientifolded T 4 × C/ZN IIB
background. In section 3 we describe the exact form of the chiral SM fermionic
structure configurations that all the SM’s reproduce at low energies. We describe
the SM embedding in a four-, five- and six stack D5 structure, which follow from
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past discussions in [32], [33], [34], respectively. In section 4, we discuss the four stack
Z3 ‘reflected’ quiver embedding of the three generation (3G) SM. We start by dis-
cussing the Q1-quiver, presenting in detail the cancellation of the mixed U(1) gauge
anomalies by a dimensional reduction scheme which is equivalent to the cancellation
of the field theory anomaly by its Green-Schwarz amplitude. This mechanism [2]
is an extension of a similar mechanism used in the context of toroidal models with
branes at angles in [19]. Also, we discuss the rest of quivers, of Q2, Q3, Q4 type,
giving only the SM at low energies. Next we discuss the alternative RR twisted tad-
pole cancellation conditions to the a-type quivers of [2]. We show that the reflected
quivers Qi give equivalent vacua at low energy to their ‘images’ ai-type quivers.
In section 5, we discuss the five stack SM embedding in Z3 quivers. We discuss a
number of quivers characterized as belonging to the A1, A1, A2, A2-quivers. For
the case of A1-quiver we examine in detail the Higgs sector giving our emphasis
on the definition of the geometrical quantities that characterize the geometry of
the Higgs sector of the model. Also we discuss the scalar sector of the A1-quiver
class of SM’s. In section 6, we discuss two examples of six stack SM-like quivers
providing more examples with the SM at low energy. In section 7, we make use of
brane recombination to show the equivalence of six, five and four stack vacua. Our
conclusions together with some comments are presented in section 8. In appendix I,
we list the RR tadpole solutions of all the SM embeddings in five stack quivers not
examined explicitly in the main body of the paper. In appendix II we list the RR
tadpole solutions of all the SM embeddings in six stack quivers.
2 Exact Standard model structures from Inter-
secting branes
In this work, we are going to describe new type IIB compactification vacua that have
at low energy just the observable Standard Model gauge group and chiral content.
The proposed three generation SM’s make use of four, five and six-stacks of D5









where Ω is the worldvolume parity and the presence of the parity R involution is as-
sociated to the reflections Ri of the i-th coordinate, namely R = R(5)R(7)R(8)R(9).
In a compact form the action of R on the coordinates could be expressed alterna-
tively by using complex coordinates Zi = X2i+2 +X2i+3, i = 1, 2, 3. In this case, the
presence of R is more elegantly expressed as
R : Zi → Z¯i, i = 1, 2; Z3 → Z¯3. (2.2)
The presence of tadpoles induced by the presence of the orientifold planes is
cancelled by the introduction of N-stacks of D5 branes 4. The latter wrap 2-cycles
across the four dimensional tori, while they are located at the tip of the orientifold
singularity. We note that under T-duality these constructions are dual to D7-branes
with fluxes across the compact T 4 dimensions.




a), i = 1, 2
along each of the ith-T 2 torus of the factorized T 4 torus, namely T 4 = T 2 × T 2.
Thus we allow the four-torus to wrap factorized 2-cycles, so we can unwrap the 2-
cycle into products of two 1-cycles, one for each T 2. The definition of the homology














We note that because of the ΩR symmetry each D5a-brane 1-cycle, must be ac-
companied by its ΩR orientifold image partner (nia,−m
i
a); n, m ∈ Z. In addition,
because of the presence of discrete NS B-flux [16], the tori involved are not or-
thogonal but tilted. In this way the wrapping numbers become the effective tilted
wrapping numbers,
(ni, m = m˜i + bi · ni/2); n, m˜ ∈ Z, bi = 0, 1/2 (2.5)
Thus semi-integer values are allowed for the m-wrapping numbers.
Let us now discuss the effect of the orbifold action on the open string sectors.
The ZN orbifold twist in the third complex dimension is generated by the twist
vector v = 1
N
(0, 0,−2, 0), which is fixed by the requirements of modular invariance
and for the variety to be spin. The ZN action is embedded in the U(Na) degrees of
4Effectively, we will use later N = 3.
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a = Na and α ≡ exp(2pii/N).
As we have already said, in the presence of ΩR orientifold action, we need to
include sectors where its brane is accompanied by is orientifold image. Lets us
denote the ΩR image of the brane D5a-brane by ΩRD5a or alternatively as D5a?.

























N−11N1a , . . . , α1NN−1a
)
, (2.8)
The closed string sector, can be computed using orbifold techniques. However,
as its spectrum will be non-chiral and non-supersymmetric, it will give rise to four
dimensional gravitation and thus will be of no interest to us. As far as the twisted
closed string sector is concerned it will rise to some tachyons from the NSNS sectors.
Thus from the point of view of the low energy spectrum of the theory the closed
string sector is not interesting. We thus focus our attention to the open string sector.
The open string spectrum is computed by taking into account the combined
geometric plus the Chan-Paton Zn action [2]. There are a number of different
sectors that should be taken into account when computing the chiral spectrum of
the models. They include the sectors D5a−D5b, D5a−D5b∗ and D5a−D5a∗. E.g.
because the D5a−D5b sector is not constrained by the ΩR projection, its spectrum





ab, 0, 0), where piϑ
i
ab is the angle between the branes on the i
th torus. Also
the states localized in the ab intersection are characterized by the four-dimensional












In (2.9), Y is the transverse distance between the branes a, b; Nbos(ϑ) is the bosonic






|ϑi|(1− |ϑi|) . (2.10)
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The complete massless and tachyonic states reads:
Sector State ZN phase α
′Mass2
NS (−1 + ϑ1, ϑ2, 0, 0) 1 − 12(ϑ
1 − ϑ2)
(ϑ1,−1 + ϑ2, 0, 0) 1 12(ϑ
1 − ϑ2)















where ϑi ≡ ϑiab and we have set 0 < ϑ
i < 1, i = 1, 2. As is it clear from above, one
of the NS states will be necessarily tachyonic while the other will have a positive
mass. Also, when |ϑ1| = |ϑ2| the associated state becomes massless. The final
spectrum will be found again by projecting to the invariant subspace. We note that
the number of chiral fermions localized in the intersection between the a-, b-branes,
is given by the intersection number

















where its sign denotes the chirality of the corresponding fermion. The full spectrum







































































































































Any vacuum derived from the previous intersection constraints is subject addi-
tionally to constraints coming from RR tadpole cancellation conditions. The latter
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are equivalent to the Gauss law and imply the vanishing of the total RR charge in
the compact T 4 space. That demands cancellation of D5-branes charges 5, wrapping
on two cycles with homology [Πa] and O5-plane 6-form charges wrapping on 2-cycles
with homology [ΠO5 ]. Note that the RR tadpole cancellation conditions in terms of











where [ΠO5] describes the 2-cycle of T
4 the O5-plane wraps, βi = 1−b(i) parametrizes





is a weight for each kth twisted
sector usually arising in ZN orientifold compactifications [42]. Also, 16β
1β2 can
be seen as the number of O5-planes, e.g. 4β1β2, times their relative charge to the
D5-brane, e.g. −4.
































a (Trγk,a − Trγk,a∗) = 0
(2.16)
The presence of a non-zero term in the first tadpole condition should be interpreted
as a negative RR charge induced by the presence of an O5-plane. We should note









3 The D5 Standard Model Configuration’s
In this section we will describe the embedding of the SM chiral spectrum into con-
figurations of four-, five, and six- D5-brane stacks. Our search is facilitated using
the four, five of six stack embedding of the SM chiral fermions that have appeared
before in the context of orientifolded intersecting D6 branes [32, 33, 34] respectively
into Z3, quiver diagrams. We describe the basic characteristics of the classes of SM
vacua produced,following their derivation from the various quivers.
5Taken together with their orientifold images (nia,−m
i
a) wrapping on two cycles of homology
class [Πα? ].
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3.1 The Standard Model configurations
In this section, we describe the general characteristics of the different SM configu-
rations that we will make use in this work. We will describe models based on a four
stack
U(3)⊗ U(2)⊗ U(1)c ⊗ U(1)d , (3.1)
a five stack
U(3)⊗ U(2)⊗ U(1)c ⊗ U(1)d ⊗ U(1)e , (3.2)
and a six-stack structure
U(3)⊗ U(2)⊗ U(1)c ⊗ U(1)d ⊗ U(1)e ⊗ U(1)f (3.3)
at the string scale. The localization of fermions into particular intersections, as seen
in table (1), have been considered before in [2] for the four stack D5-models. The
complete accommodation of the fermion structure of the chiral SM fermion content
in the five- and six-stack SM models in the different open string sectors can be seen
in tables (2) and (3).
Several comments are in order:
Matter Fields Intersection Qa Qb Qc Qd Y
QL (3, 2) Iab 1 −1 0 0 1/6
qL 2(3, 2) Iab∗ 1 1 0 0 1/6
UR 3(3¯, 1) Iac −1 0 1 0 −2/3
DR 3(3¯, 1) Iac∗ −1 0 −1 0 1/3
L 3(1, 2) Ibd 0 −1 0 1 −1/2
NR 3(1, 1) Icd 0 0 1 −1 −1/2
ER 3(1, 1) Icd? 0 0 −1 −1 0
Table 1: Low energy fermionic spectrum of the four stack string scale SU(3)C⊗SU(2)L⊗
U(1)a ⊗ U(1)b ⊗ U(1)c ⊗ U(1)d, D5-brane model together with its U(1) charges.
a) We note that there are a number of constraints that the chiral spectra take
into account. First of all, as a result of tadpole cancellation conditions, there is an
equal number of fundamental and anti-fundamental representations. The models
necessarily include right handed neutrinos νR in the SM spectrum. Thus from now
on, when we speak about obtaining the SM at low energies, we will mean the SM
with three generations of νR’s.
b) The models accommodate various known low energy gauged symmetries. The
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Matter Fields Intersection Qa Qb Qc Qd Qe Y
QL (3, 2) Iab 1 −1 0 0 0 1/6
qL 2(3, 2) Iab∗ 1 1 0 0 0 1/6
UR 3(3¯, 1) Iac −1 0 1 0 0 −2/3
DR 3(3¯, 1) Iac∗ −1 0 −1 0 0 1/3
L 2(1, 2) Ibd 0 −1 0 1 0 −1/2
lL (1, 2) Ibe 0 −1 0 0 1 −1/2
NR 2(1, 1) Icd 0 0 1 −1 0 0
ER 2(1, 1) Icd∗ 0 0 −1 −1 0 1
νR (1, 1) Ice 0 0 1 0 −1 0
eR (1, 1) Ice∗ 0 0 −1 0 −1 1
Table 2: Low energy fermionic spectrum of the five stack string scale SU(3)C ⊗SU(2)L⊗
U(1)a ⊗ U(1)b ⊗U(1)c ⊗U(1)d ⊗U(1)e, D5-brane model together with its U(1) charges.
Matter Fields Intersection Qa Qb Qc Qd Qe Qf Y
QL (3, 2) Iab 1 −1 0 0 0 0 1/6
qL 2(3, 2) Iab∗ 1 1 0 0 0 0 1/6
UR 3(3¯, 1) Iac −1 0 1 0 0 0 −2/3
DR 3(3¯, 1) Iac∗ −1 0 −1 0 0 0 1/3
L1 (1, 2) Ibd 0 −1 0 1 0 0 −1/2
L2 (1, 2) Ibe 0 −1 0 0 1 0 −1/2
L3 (1, 2) Ibf 0 −1 0 0 0 1 −1/2
N1R (1, 1) Icd 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0
E1R (1, 1) Icd∗ 0 0 −1 −1 0 0 1
N2R (1, 1) Ice 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0
E2R (1, 1) Ice∗ 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 1
N3R (1, 1) Icf 0 0 1 0 0 −1 0
E3R (1, 1) Icf∗ 0 0 −1 0 0 −1 1
Table 3: Low energy fermionic spectrum of the six stack string scale SU(3)C ⊗SU(2)L⊗
U(1)a ⊗ U(1)b ⊗ U(1)c ⊗ U(1)d ⊗ U(1)e ⊗ U(1)f , D5-brane model together with its U(1)
charges.
latter can be expressed in terms of the U(1) symmetries of the models. For exam-
ple the baryon number, B, is expressed as B = 3Qa in all models. The study of
Green-Schwarz mechanism will show us that baryon number is an unbroken gauged
symmetry and as a result the corresponding gauge boson gets massive leaving at
low energies the baryon number as a global symmetry. Thus proton is stable.
b) The mixed anomalies Aij of the U(1)’s with the non-abelian gauge groups SU(Na)
of the theory cancel through a generalized GS mechanism [19, 37, 38], involving
close string modes couplings to worldsheet gauge fields [2]. Two combinations of
the U(1)’s are anomalous- model independent and become massive, their orthogo-
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nal non-anomalous combination survives, combining to a single U(1) that remains
massless, the latter to be identified with the hypercharge generator.
c) The hypercharge operator in the model is defined as a linear combination of the









































d) Scalars, massless or tachyonic, appear naturally in the present classes of mod-
els. This is to be contrasted with the D6 branes wrapping on T 6 orientifolded
constructions [3, 4], where one has to make some open string sectors supersymmet-
ric in order to guarantee the presence of massless scalars in the models. The latter
case was most obvious in the construction of N = 0 models, with just the SM at
low energy from five -[33], six stacks [34] of D6-branes, as well from constructions
with a Pati-Salam G422 D6 four stack GUT, on the orientifolded T
6 backgrounds
[35] at the string scale. The presence of scalars is necessary in order to break the
additional massless, beyond the hypercharge, anomaly free U(1)’s that survive the
Green-Schwarz mechanism.
e) A variety of SM solutions will be presented that are directly related to the
embedding of the SM configurations in tables (1), (2), (3) in quiver diagrams. In
general, when D-branes are localized on an orbifold singularity Cn, the description
of the local physics at the singularity is obtained by keeping states that are invariant
under the the combined geometric and gauge action on the Chan-Paton index by
the action of the discrete group Γ acting on the singularity [39, 40, 41].
Each quiver records the action of the orbifold group on the branes and their orien-
tifold images. We chosen for simplicity the orbifold group to be abelian, e.g. a Z3,
however more general ZN choices are possible.
We should note that what is important for having the SM at low energy construc-
tions is not the particular ZN quiver we examine, but rather the four, five, six- stack
configuration that localizes the chiral three generation SM fermion content, as seen
in tables (1), (2), (3). The structures of tables (1), (2), (3) have been used before
in the D6 orientifolded models of [32, 33, 34] respectively.
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In a quiver, each arrow between two nodes represents a chiral fermion transform-
ing in the bifundamental representation of the two linked nodes. Also the direction
of the arrows denotes the chirality of the representation and we choose left handed
fermions to correspond to arrows directed clockwise.
At a four stack level, we found four different Z3 quiver diagrams, that give rise to
exactly the SM at low energies. They are denoted as belonging to the Q1-, Q2- Q3-,
Q4-type and they are examined in the next section. Also we provide alternative
RR tadpole cancellation conditions, to the ones appearing in [2], for the four stack
quivers of a1-, a2-, a3-, a4-type. Also, a number of five stack quivers are being
examined that are characterized as belonging to the A1, A2, A1, A2. Moreover the
six-stack quivers that are examined are characterized as belonging to the C1, C2
type. Care should be taken when treating the intersection numbers of a SM embed-
ding. The sign of the intersection number that denotes the chirality of the relevant
fermion, depends on the direction of the arrows between the nodes. For example,
the following intersection numbers hold in the four stack a4-quiver, the five stack
A1-quiver or the six stack C2-quiver respectively :
Iab = −1, Iab? = +2, Iac = −3, Icd? = +3
Ibd = −3, Icd? = +3, Icd = −3. (3.7)
Iab = +1, Iab? = −2, Iac = −3,
Iac? = +3, Ibd = +2, Icd = −2, Icd? = +2,
Ibe = +1, Ice = −1, Ice? = +1 (3.8)
Iab = +1, Iab? = −2, Iac = +3, Iac? = −3,
Ibd = +1, Ibe = +1, Ibf = +1,
Icd = +1, Icd? = −1, Ice = +1,
Ice? = −1, Icf = 1, Icf? = −1. (3.9)
4 Exact SM vacua from Four-Stack Quivers
In this section, we discuss the appearance of exactly the SM at low energy from
four stacks of D5 branes. The orbifold structure of the SM configurations will be
depicted in terms of quiver diagrams. In particular we examine Z3 quivers.
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